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Implementing a User-defined Function to Apply a Permutation to an Array of chars 
 
This assignment involves the implementation of a function that would be useful for Project 5.  You'll need to test this 
function thoroughly before you submit it to the Curator.  Some testing code will be provided on the website, but you are 
encouraged to modify that code to improve your testing. 
 
Your function will be passed one int array and two char arrays, all of the same dimension.  The int array specifies a 
permutation that your function will use to rearrange the char values from one array, copying those values into another 
array.  The specification for Project 5 contains all the necessary details. 
 
Your function will be compiled with a test driver that will initialize the necessary parameters, call your function, and then 
print out the resulting array of rearranged char values.  The test driver will create an output file showing the relevant 
information for the call and return: 
 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
// Permutation for rearrangement: 
                 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
                17  6 13 18 19  4 14 11 10  9  1 16  7  0 12  2  3  8  5 15 
 
Original text: 
n__inrbregirtT,gei,u 
 
Rearranged text: 
Tiger,_tiger,_burnin 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
As you can see, the test driver makes a few changes.  It replaces space characters with underscores, newline characters with 
pound signs, and tab characters with dollar signs, so those are easier to spot when you check your output. 
 
Here's the mandatory interface for the function: 
 
void rearrangeChunk(const int Perm[], const char Input[], char Output[], 
                                                              int Length); 
 
A copy of the following file is posted on the course website.  You must download it and paste your implementation of the 
rearrangeCharChunk() function into it, exactly as specified: 
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#include "MiniP3.h" 
 
// Do not change anything above this line other that to add include 
// directives you believe are necessary for your implementation!! 
// Paste your function implementation below; it must conform to the 
// specification in order to compile and operate correctly. 
// 
// rearrangeCharChunk() takes an array Input[] of char values and copies 
// them into an array Output[], arranging them according to a permutation 
// Perm[].  See the specification for the Crypto project for details. 
// 
// Pre: 
//    Length     number of values stored in Perm[], Input[] and Output[] 
//    Perm[]     stores integers 0 through Length-1, representing a valid 
//                 permutation of those values 
//    Input[]    stores Length char values at indices 0 through Length-1 
//    Output[]   has dimension of Length or larger 
// 
// Post: 
//    Length, 
//    Perm[], 
//    Input[]    are all unchanged 
//    Output[]   contains the rearranged chars from Input[] 
// 
void rearrangeChunk(const int Perm[], const char Input[], char Output[],  
                                                             int Length) { 
 
 // paste function implementation here 
} 

 
 


